In 2015, in the Rybnoe locomotive
servicing depot, ВЛ10У locomotive No.
790 was equipped with BLDIS-395, the
system demonstrated its efficiency
during supervised operation. In July,
2017, the acceptance tests were
conducted and it was discovered that
BLDIS-395 detects losses of density if 5
cars are disconnected from the end of a
60-car train. Thus measurement of the
brake line density is much higher than
manual measurement or measurement
using indirect indicators.
Currently the Design Bureau is
developing the concept of replacement
of full testing of automatic brakes of a
cargo train with partial one during
replacement of a locomotive using
BLDIS-395 within one service section.
Possible directions of development of
BLDIS-395 for its integration in
locomotive safety devices are defined.
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Functionality of BLDIS-395

BLDIS-395 Brake Line Density
Indication System
BLDIS-395 Brake Line Density
Indication System was developed by
the Locomotive Engineering Design
Bureau
in
cooperation
with
Elektromekhanika, OJSC (Penza) in the
course of taking measures after the
cargo train crash between Eral and
Simskaya stations of the Kuybyshev
Railway which had occurred due to
closing of the break line end valves
between the locomotives.
BLDIS-395 is designed to be used in
locomotives involved in operation with
cargo trains and constantly controls
the state of the brake line. The system
automatically measures density of the
train brake line during full and partial
testing of train brakes as well as during
each operating cycle of a compressor.

Continuous monitoring of integrity of
break line of a cargo train
Checking of integrity of the break
line before departure
Prohibition of locomotive movement
in case of changes in density of train break
line exceeding the specified standards
Monitoring of correctness of full and
partial operation of automatic breaks

The following factors of the traffic
safety increase may be defined based
on the capabilities of BLDIS-395:
– it measures sample density of the
train brake line during full and partial
testing of the train brakes, which
increases accuracy of checking and
excludes human factor;
– it measures current density of the
train brake line during each operating
cycle of a compressor, which provides
constant supervision over the state of
the brake line;
– it measures density of the brake
line in the IV position of the brake valve
after braking operation during full or
partial testing of the train brakes.

The effect of introduction of
BLDIS-395
Minimisation of influence of the human factor on
checks and monitoring of breaks

Increase of section throughput and reduction
of turnover time of locomotives and
locomotive crews
Saving of traction
energy resources

and

It
increases
precision
of
measurement of the brake line density
eliminating influence of air flow from
the feeding line for the locomotive
auxiliaries;
- it excludes the possibility of the
control circuit actuation without
measurement of sample and current
values of the train brake line density ,
during full and partial testing of the
train brakes and supervises checking of
the brake line integrity before each
departure of the train.

